**Online Book Launch -- Thy Father's Instruction: Reading the Nuremberg Miscellany as Jewish Cultural History**

**Announcement published by Sara Appel on Monday, September 12, 2022**

**Type:** Symposium  
**Date:** September 14, 2022  
**Location:** Israel  
**Subject Fields:** Art, Art History & Visual Studies, Cultural History / Studies, German History / Studies, Jewish History / Studies, Medieval and Byzantine History / Studies

The Goldstein-Goren Diaspora Research Center at Tel Aviv University is pleased to invite you to an online webinar marking the publication of the book:

**Thy Father’s Instruction: Reading the Nuremberg Miscellany as Jewish Cultural History**  
**By Dr. Naomi Feuchtwanger-Sarig**

The event will take place on Wednesday, September 14, 2022, 18:00-20:00 (Israel Time), and will be broadcast live on Zoom.

The invitation can be viewed at the Center’s website: [https://en-humanities.tau.ac.il/diaspora/Thy_Father%E2%80%99s_Instruction_Book_Launch](https://en-humanities.tau.ac.il/diaspora/Thy_Father%E2%80%99s_Instruction_Book_Launch)

Please be aware that the event will be held in English and will also be recorded and made accessible for later viewing on our YouTube Channel.  

Please register in advance >

Contact Info:

Adi Moskovitz, Events and Publications Coordinator, The Goldstein-Goren Diaspora Research Center, Tel Aviv University

Contact Email:
adip@tauex.tau.ac.il

URL:
https://en-humanities.tau.ac.il/diaspora/Thy_Father%E2%80%99s_Instruction_Book_Launch